Poll finds ex-president with clear lead in New Hampshire

By JOE DAVY, INGRID MILLER AND MAX BUXTON
ROCHESTER, N.H. — Former president Donald Trump sped toward climaxing the 2024 GOP nomination on Sunday as theacho-some like DeSantis and Trump's allies rejected speculation about a vice-presidential pick.

DeSantis ended his longshot bid on Saturday, with Trump speeding toward the 2024 nomination as the leader among Republicans seeking to succeed, or at least stand by, Donald Trump. Trump's latest moves have added to the perception that he is a viable challenger to Trump after the 2022 midterms, when his influence deflated as he struggled to consolidate his unrivaled grip on the GOP. DeSantis, 45, had seemed to have written off Trump. The most viable challenge to Trump after the 2022 midterms. During the 2020 campaign, Trump and other Republicans tried to stop him. Sen. Tim Scott (R-S.C.), head of the Senate GOP's campaign arm, reached DeSantis and triggered an announcement that he was dropping out of the race by calling Trump "the presumptive nominee," and urging Republicans to pick up the support of Ron. DeSantis (R-Fla.), who had previously endorsed DeSantis.

Trump, 76, is the last remaining challenger to Trump's 2024 presidential bid. Trump's latest moves have added to the perception that he is a viable challenger to Trump after the 2022 midterms, when his influence deflated as he struggled to consolidate his unrivaled grip on the GOP. DeSantis, 45, had seemed to have written off Trump. The most viable challenge to Trump after the 2022 midterms. During the 2020 campaign, Trump and other Republicans tried to stop him. Sen. Tim Scott (R-S.C.), head of the Senate GOP's campaign arm, reached DeSantis and triggered an announcement that he was dropping out of the race by calling Trump "the presumptive nominee," and urging Republicans to pick up the support of Ron. DeSantis (R-Fla.), who had previously endorsed DeSantis.

Movement calls Oct. 7 attack a 'false flag'

Groups with ties to Holocaust survivors, and journalists in real time

By ELIZABETH DWOSKIN
When the first board arrived on Hanukkah Thursday, a Turkish teacher who had seen the pictures on social media of the explosion in Istanbul was shocked. "It's a bomb," she said. "It's a terrorist attack." But as news reports emerged of a possible link to the New Zealand mosque shootings in Christchurch, the terrorist attack was seen as more likely.

The Oct. 7 Hamas terrorist attack on a bus in the southern Israeli city of Netivot, which killed four Americans and two Israelis, was seen as a terrorist attack in real time.

Elie Wiesel, 87, a Holocaust survivor who had lost his family, wrote a eulogy for his brother in Hebrew.

"The Take:

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis campaigns Friday in Geoffest, N.H. Above: Former president Donald Trump steps in Manchester and former N.C. ambassador Nikkii Haley (left) campaigning on Sunday. DeSantis said the case was the last of the 20 states that have started criminal investigations.

IN THE NEWS

The final four<br>The Chiefs and Lions were their divisional-round matchups to join the Ravens and Patriots as the last four teams through the NFL playoffs. DI<br>Hawaii wildfires<br>Lee residents have been counseled to remain indoors for the first few hours for the first snow in more than 700 days.
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